Sexist econ department phased out

Yesterday Jerry Irish announced his plan to phase out the economics department here at Kenyon. According to Irish, the plan has been covertly im-
plimented during the last 92-93 school year, and, as that, as part of the plan, he wanted until now to make the formal announce-
ment.

The plan was initiated in 1982 at the request of Rye Edwards, professor of biology. She argued against the existence of an economics department here on these grounds.

According to Miss Edwards, there are no women economic professors and therefore, to support a discipline whose study can only be guided by men is discriminatory. She believed that

ICF meets, discusses issues; Mihm agrees

At Monday's I.C.F. meeting, which was postponed from last Thursday at Common Hour (after a previous post-
mortem but Monday) a number of pressing issues were discussed in full. During the meeting, the A.D. representative added an explanation for the D.K.E. plan to hold their Senior alumni Song one week later, after pre-
viously coming together to join the en-
tirely of the fruits. I.C.F. President Franklin Mihm agreed with this explanation. The D.K.E. representa-
tive offered to subsidize the Council with a cash to recover any losses, but explained that through his membership they could to change their plans, since they had no 1995-approved rate

explained that the issue centered around

Kelso and the Hanna Music Society, the Black Student Union, the Appalachian Sing Functioning Group, the Katherine Hepburn Fan Club, Meryl Streep, the Environet Professionals, and the Supreme Brings. Dean Reading thought it would be a good idea to offer these groups voting membership, in that their interests and activities in "com-
"paint" with those of fraternities and the I.C.F. Mihm agreed. "Diving annually toward the whole campus, the D.Phos demonstrat-
not the pressures. The Council agreed

with Mihm to vote on member-

ship for these groups at the next meeting.

The meeting ended with a reminder that the A.L.O.D.s have Quad Clean-up this weekend, and also a request for fraternity members to set-up, clean-up, buy, sell, serve, serve, work security, and play musical instruments at Summer-\noff. Another request was made that the Council discuss fraternity sport, non-participation, and recipro-
ductivity. Mihm agreed that this was an important and pressing issue, and tabled it for the next discussion. Thus entire comming is invited to attend and par-
take of the discussion, as this may be a positive force on the Council.

Frat boys get screwed in housing

The Collegen has recently learned from an unidentified (but reliable) source that President Kelso will hold a special presidential conversation the Tuesday after we leave. After supporters' building up, he will announce his plans to dismantle Ken-

you from certain Eastern Ivy League schools. Jordan was overheated by VJ.

Kelso's response was a non-

Kensington Rugger Don DeVere ('84) files sexual harassment charges. Will he get his man?

'Shenmen blow off '84-'85

By Sally Sophomore

Last March it was announced by the Dean of Admissions, John D. Kindred, that the entire freshmen class of 97 has received tenure for the 1984-

85 academic year.

"They did such a great job this year," says Kenyon. "But I couldn't think of accepting a new freshmen class. We have

many apparel this spring, even though enrollment is down 25%, but this year's freshmen were freshmen in every respect of the word. It would be a shame to see them lose this role after perform-

ing so well all year.

Professors were concerned on the freshmen class, stating that their adapta-

tility to the academic atmosphere was lower than normal. Kenyon added that the school board and Dennis unam-

mously agreed on discretion, which is quite rare. (The last time the Deans were in complete agreement on a propos-

tal was for the chair of the Collegen.)

"All we need is President Jordan's signature and the form goes through," Kenyon added. This is not to say that the freshmen class was suddenly chosen for the dis-

ly. They were running against a few other groups who felt that they, too, deserved an extension. The KCCD was being considered for a special perfor-

mance, but just could not vie up the high standards of last year's senior class. Also in line were the Kokosingers, hoping to hang in the inevitable "Irrelevant Farewell." But the biggest surprise was the desire of the major-

ity to the 1983 football team, who completed their first fiscally successful season in many years. Being turned down was quite a disappointment. The members of the team did not want to express any option, but did promise to seek revenge during the next football season. Coach Kindred could not be reached for a comment.

A few seniors reminded on the out-

come. "You know what they say; one 'shmen always walks a show. Yet the freshmen class was accepted keeping up with the Kenyon traditions. They started off on the right foot at the fireworks. "I knew right then," said one appetizer, "when it was

them standing there and singing. I said to myself, ‘they got that ‘class’ in their eyes!’" From there it was a free-for-all.

The freshmen class seemed to have no problem getting themselves noticed, frequenting Shoppes and The Pirate's Cove with about as much inhibition as an excited twelve-year-old. They even manage to pop upp in Honna and Levend. In many occasions. Pretty soon the freshmen got fed up and then came the yearning for coffee without hearing about the food stuffs.

According to the freshmen there is no other class that's near as good as theirs. They retweeted that they have not seen the same in English 1-2.

Regardless, the freshmen class de-

their stance with their own is a no-brainer. They admit to not knowing the College a library until the all-college announce-

ment was made about the Ollay grant. "We've been working for this award all year, we take some of these pre-stab-
mated upperclassmen out," one girl stated. And it's true, the freshmen had to fill new shoes, stepping onto a role they never had before. (As we know, it takes years to be a college freshman than a high school freshman. And this year's class did a great job of proving it to the Collegen.)

They were asked if they were satisfied with the courses they chose as their own, and some said yes, but not all. I.C.F. President Franklin Mihm added that, choose another group to fill their

the I.C.F. The incoming class has much more tact and responsibility that the freshmen could even have, and Kenyon assures the Deans that this class is top pick. "I chose them myself, and I will never lose a class for this College," yet. Maybe John (Johnson) did, but not me. "In any event, the freshmen class have the most years of experience, and this, combined with their seriousness to be true ‘drones, more than even

notifies the fact that their geriatric force is well deserved."
Notable quotes of the year:

"I'm sick of this shit!"—Melinda Roberts

"Yes, dear."—Brian Kearney

"I'm sure glad I don't have his job."—Philip H. Boredom

"Dean Adkins, Dean Reading—they're synonymous."—Kat Lewis

"You have to understand, there's a difference between girls and D-Phinies."—Joe Combs

"Whenever there's trouble on the high seas, head straight for the bar—that's my motto."—Dean Rob

"It looks like somebody threw up all over the window."—Dean Todd

"Uh, I can't stay very long, I have a paper to write."—Jeff Bell

"Council wastes everyone's time."—Paul McCartney

"Have a Smurty day."—Papa Smurf

Special thanks go to all who contributed to the Collegian's Humor Issue: Brian Kearney, Jennifer Russell, Craig Richardson, Charles Needell, Carol Gibson, Chuck Cente, Bob Warburton, Leon Weilmoar, Chris Anderson, Emily Reddenbach, Carolyn Storer, Fred Zinn, Jon Spira, Mary Chalmers, Art Redding, Harriaine Mills, Bob Breaux, Lynn Travers, all the anonymous contributors, and anyone whose name I forgot.

The Kenyon Collegian

Gamblor's finest

Ethnic-in-Charge

Mom, The Boss

Unmanageable Editors

Robert C. Blount III, Jennifer Muzik

Slender Editor

Watson/Richardson

Destructive Editor

Chuck J.G.K. Pat IV

Pain-in-the-Ass

Marc M. Daniels

Out-in-a-Bust Editors

The Love Couple

Main Athletic Supporter

Bob Warmung

Focusless Twin

Don Wiltess

Laidoff Editors

Bia Ladiy, Bioprene Maker, Effi Talon, Gavvle Radlifer, Carlin Anvoss

Bigger-guts-in-the-Ass

Marc M. Daisy

Mailman

Gandy

Finger painters

Aki V. Pan Mistletoe Rend, Fred Shady

Yellow Press Critics

Dan Bell, Reyma Penn

Idiotic Bored

Luke Mc. Hopie Sue, God, Shithead, Lisa Walsman, Megan Riddle, Erth Morin, Min, Muzik, Keerebey, Sue Traycey

The Kenyon Collegian comes out whenever the hell we feel like getting off of our butts and doing some work. Otherwise we just sit around, goof off, write obvious stories, bitch the Brrens, and bitch about assorted people who just bitch and don't do anything about it. So, if you don't like it, well, just . . . well . . . you know what you can do with it.

Dear Collegian,

I'm about to graduate and what I want to know is this: what happens to the Collegian when we all go home at the end of the year? I mean, does the paper keep coming out with fewer pages, or what? I'm sorry to bother you, I just wanted to know.

An unmanned person

**********

To the Editor,

Does anyone take sociology seriously as a department? We all know that they're just a bunch of baby boom, soft-headed socialists. Heck, they've even got a class with "Trivial Pursuit" as a final. Need to say more?

Sincerely,

The cool cats in the PACC

**********

To the Editor.

Just want to wish my biology class a happy Albanian New Year. I know how much you all enjoy my leftover clams and my bitching sessions with Win Zali. See you liza.

With love,

Commute Kid

**********

To the Editor.

Well, we were thinking yes, really we were, but we haven't yet decided what to do about the last name confusion that may occur next year after our marriage. We could be Dean Reading, Dean Reading and Dean Adkins-Reading, or just remain Dean Reading and Dean Adkins. We have decided, however, to name our first born child Dean, just to add to the problem. This should be fun.

Sincerely,

Dean Reading and Adkins (for now)

**********

To the Editor.

We would like to announce the formation of a new club, the Kenyon Rock Fellowship. All interested Hipsters are encouraged to attend.

Sincerely,

Matt Robb

James Bumham.

To the Editor:

As a scholar of the media, I feel that it is unsavory, incumbent upon me to comment upon some of the things I've seen printed this year, particularly in you "OPINION" column. I've always been labelled as being "sick" to, so I'll be so now. It's bad.

John Elliot

**********

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Whatever I've said in the past, I really do believe that the Collegian is the better paper in Gambler. All those things I've mentioned under my breath in the past were just jokes. Really.

Mortem Osborne

THE READERS WRITE

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. Whether we read them or not is a different story. Frankly, our policy is: "Fuck, on if they can't take a joke."
Passion of the Cheese

Starr: Great Facbeinder, Hlga Volk-

wagens. Directed by Kingsberger.

Yet another shining, limitless star-

Kenny College President Philip

"P.J." Jordan, announced this morning

his candidacy for Knox County Tre-

The major, Tom Mullighin,

former lead basketball/football/lacrosse

and assistant swimming and

women's rugby coach, had been running

unopposed until Jordan's surprising an-

The major has launched

a ferocious flurry of rumors on both sides.

Said one official who refused to be

identified, "Jordan only wanted his

$18,000 back." When inter-

University College representatives,

Jordan had this to say: "I only want my $18,000

back." Again, rumors prove misleading.

Cromwell Cottage

to be displaced

Today it was revealed that Ole Fak-

daha, who gave Kenneth College a grant

of $35,000 to construct a new li-

The administration hailed the grant as a tremendous advance for the

College, and the promise of good things to

Come to Room Hall at 1:00 Monday morning for the campus gossip

walk as Bill "Buffy" Brooks meets head-to-head with Charlie "I heard

through the grapevine" Foy in the individual championship. In the team

competition, the entire S.A.C. staff, captained by Rob A.T., garner-

Readings, taken on the campus of the Health and Counseling

Center, directed by Brian "Bacon-Rice" Campbell. Contrasts will be judged in the area of

intoxication, exaggeration, and damage to the personal reputation of another.

Admission is $4, or free with your Kenyon ID and one piece of junk food.
God-squaders implicated in Paris bombing

UPI-Paris—At approximately 6:48 a.m. yesterday morning in an explosion rocked "La Laboratoire Parizien de Recherche Incommençable" at the Paris Institute of Technology outside Paris, France. The famous lab is credited with isolating the virus believed to cause AIDS (American Deficiency Syndrome). Eyewitnesses report: "The devastation was awesome." It killed the second coming. "Baptize those whose hands are full. Pray for our fallen and our future!"

Kenyon’s finest writing

Sociology is too repetitive
Bio Lives
English speaks
Philosophy thinks

Nice guys are good in bed; fun
Talk about passion

Gambler has two seasons: rainy
and rainy

Kenyon needs shall the again

Writing tips for students

At last! A concise aid to help students in writing their papers.

1. Each pronoun agrees with their antecedent.
2. Spelling words correctly is important.
3. Verbs have to agree with their subjects.
4. Watch out for irregular verbs which have crept into our language.
5. Don’t use no double negatives.
6. A writer mustn’t shift their point of view.
7. When dangling, watch your space.
8. Iron clauses good. This is comprehensibility.

Furious action marks touch football classic

By R.T.

Fun, sportsmanship and the usual collection of big plays marked last night’s Crockerhill game as the league commissioner once again awarded the MVP letter for "the absolutely brilliant performance once again."

It’s certainly true. No one has kept score of this touch football extravaganza, but Crocker’s team won it all. Crocker’s team players played well against the odds, and the action was intense anyway.

Things got off to a rocky start in the first quarter, as a goal-line pass play went slightly wrong. Wally right on third down, quarterback "Bullet" Bob Warhouse spotted Ted "Wheel" Wind running free on a flag route. WInd’s toss sailed over Wind’s head and crashed through a Nelson window. Time was called in all players entered.

Luckily, Bob One was undamaged and played resumed. Crocker’s team took over with good field position when Dave Torm’s ensuing punt landed on the on-side.

Russell to take on Xavier

Capt Chris Russell will face off against Xavier University this Wednesday for the final game of the season. Russell, the sole surviving member of the men’s basketball team, has high hopes for finishing the season with a win.

"Xavier is a tough competitor," confesses coach Bill Brown. "But I think Russell has enough talent, depth and stamina to cover all five positions by himself."

The Lions began the 1983-84 season with a respectable 25 players, but that number dwindled in the losses.

"It’s not my fault," Brown claims. "It’s just that our team played well against Xavier."

The team isn’t picking up new players, however.

The Kenyon women took their fifth consecutive NCAA Division III flag walking championship last Thursday at our home pool. Here, a member of the Kenyon’s team demonstrates the daring "happy-face" with an exuberant cheerleader to follow.